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PANDO Software is a software corporation that develops WEB 3.0 products based on decentralization, which 
focuses on users. With its superb technology, PANDO Software develops products that can benefit users in 
order to build its own ecosystem, and now it is moving one more step toward the global market.

With PANDO Browser’s release, PANDO Software started to present new and innovative reward culture and 
develop the product groups which fulfilled high expectation of users, and as a result, PANDO Software came to 
possess capability to cope with the paradigm change of the technological sector.

PANDO Software aims to cultivate an environment that maximizes the convenience of users by organizing a 
user-oriented ecosystem that is specialized in individuals, based on accumulated know-how during the devel-
opment of products well-suited for the age of WEB 3.0, not limited to the blockchain area.

Company Name: PANDO SOFTWARE, INC

Address: 2196 Third Avenue, PMB 20033 New York, NY, 10035 

Official Website: https://pandosoftware.co

Official E-mail:  official@pandosoftware.co 

Business E-mail: business@pandosoftware.co
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Blockchain technology, the greatest product of the ceaseless development of technology, heavily impacted the 
user-oriented internet environment, which is specialized for individuals and provided the basis for WEB 3.0, the 
3rd generation internet, or so-called the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Despite such a transformation of the 
paradigm, on the present internet, users are directly being injured by various types of damage, including leaks, 
impersonations, and violations of personal information, caused by the collection of information from the 
platforms that users use, such as tracking of personal information and the behavior pattern of internet activity 
of users. On the other hand, there are many cases where platforms (like websites, social media and video chan-
nels) are vitalized by individuals’ creations and activities, but when we ask the question “are those individuals 
treated and rewarded properly as much as they contributed?”, we can also conclude: “no, such platforms are 
not common yet.”

Therefore, every project we worked on or we are going to work on provides the best convenience and accessi-
bility for users, and we develop the environment where users are properly rewarded by how much they contrib-
uted, in line with the following Mission.

First, PANDO Software presents new technology well-suited for the WEB 3.0 environment and organizes an 
independent ecosystem that is decentralized and embedded with blockchain technology.
Second, PANDO Software organizes the ecosystem, allowing it to properly reward every user who contributed 
to the platform's vitalization across all product groups.

To accomplish the Mission, we will proceed to develop the project, establishing the following Vision, so that we 
can present various projects such as a browser service and a messenger.

Mission:

First, a product that is secured with privacy protection
Second, a product that provides transparency
Third, a product that is applied of the user-rewarding system (platform shared economy)
Fourth, a product that is based on WEB 3.0 and embedded with blockchain technology 

Vision:
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PANDO Software sets its goals as the development of user reward-oriented products and the development of 
products that satisfy the WEB 3.0 standard. In particular, with security and user reward, it will secure a market 
share by bringing in users and diversify the uses of MPANDO by bringing in the PANDO Software product group 
to the ecosystem. Through MPANDO, it will present the products that use the blockchain, from lifestyle 
platforms like a messenger, a browser, games and an app store to NFT marketplace and DeFi, and it will also 
present products that apply blockchain technology to the industries of traditional business groups. So, MPANDO 
will be designed to serve a key role in all product groups. The business model of PANDO Software to actualize 
these is the following:

In particular, starting from the PANDO Browser, which was the beginning of the PANDO Software ecosystem 
and is applied with a mining system, an expansion toward various platforms is currently ongoing. Through the 
successful settlement of all these projects, we want to build the fundamentals of a transparent and safe internet 
ecosystem, and after that, we will expand to the service area where real reward is properly given according to 
the entitlement and contribution of internet users via a more intense economic activity-based service model. 
Through the accomplishment of such visions, we will work on businesses that differentiate themselves from the 
existing platforms.
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The versatility and technological stability of the Ethereum Network are well-recognized, and many projects 
are built on Ethereum. The PANDO Browser of the early days also used the proven technology to start the 
project development, and as a result, we were able to develop a meaningful product: the PANDO Browser. 
PANDO Browser is a web browser platform that includes a Proof-of-Software (PoSW) mining system devel-
oped by PANDO Software, in which the more a user uses the browser, the more rewards the user receives.

The biggest strengths of the PANDO Browser are privacy protection and ad-blocking features. The Browser 
provides a decentralized service that meets WEB 3.0 standards by allowing users to see or block ads based 
on their own decisions and by blocking the collection of private information without consent at source. The 
biggest objective we intended to achieve through the product was the creation of a user pool. A user pool is 
created only when the product meets the high requirements of the users who use it, and only after such 
requirements are satisfied, can the product secure its place as a frequently used product. 

In particular, in order to secure a heavy user pool, in an age where people react sensitively to the protection 
of private information, our only possibility is a system with a decentralized form that does not collect private 
information, and that was the reason why we concentrated our full force on the developmental process of 
integration of the blockchain. As the creation of a heavy user pool is an essential and core capability that any 
platform must possess, we set it as the most focused agenda in our business roadmap while we developed 
PANDO Browser. In this step, we committed ourselves to implementing the original function as a browser, 
and we designated this step as the Initial Phase of the PANDO Software Project.

With successful release of PANDO Browser, we secured many users and developmental capability, and the 
process of stabilization of mining system, stabilization and sophistication of browser functions and pioneering 
the business group which can be connected with the browser were designated as Phase 2. In this Phase, it 
expanded toward many services such as PANDO Messenger, PANDO VPN and a virtual asset wallet, and we 
have developed and presented PANTALK, the messenger service, PANDO VPN, the PANDO-exclusive virtual 
private network, and PANPLAY, the platform where users can play easy-to-play games in a simple manner.

In Phase 3, building our own Mainnet was the core roadmap. It was because we felt there were too many 
limitations to include all the business groups that were being pioneered by PANDO Software. In particular, in 
the structure of Ethereum that generates excessive gas fees, the negative factor that every object that takes 
part in the ecosystem is burdened by excessive fees stays persistent.

After building the Mainnet, we proceeded to develop a web browser that can utilize the Mainnet, and near the 
end of the second half of 2021, we released MPANDO Browser. MPANDO Browser is a separate product from 
the existing PANDO Browser, but it is a more upgraded version of the browser and was built with the Main-
net-based system that can mine MPANDO. The step we secure scalability and connect the existing products 
that are already developed to Mainnet can be called Phase 4. In this Phase, the wallet service that is capable 
to be deposited with virtual assets enters into commercialization, and the MPANDO Mainnet comes into play 
as a foothold to bridge all the product groups.
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From Phase 4, PANDO Software’s business groups fork into two branches. One big axis is a business area in 
charge of a pure blockchain area connected to MPANDO. Another big axis is the commercialization process of 
the services, which combines the traditional business areas that PANDO Software has prepared so far with 
blockchain technology. 

To categorize the user-oriented products that are based on the existing IT industry technologies by use, the 
product groups that belong to the blockchain area are generally focused on acquiring MPANDO; on the 
contrary, the product group that is categorized into mixed areas was developed for spending the acquired coins. 
Through such a categorization process, we will prepare the basis to allow the acquired coins to be spent in the 
ecosystem of PANDO Software without any inconvenience, and we are planning for further expansion of the 
product group of the mixed area to expand use of MPANDO.

Every product of PANDO Software will be connected to PANDO Software’s own network, MPANDO. Inside this 
ecosystem, users of PANDO Software will be able to use various platforms, not just one, so that interconnectivi-
ty and interoperability are secured in one place. MPANDO Network, which serves as a platform above platforms, 
offers a distributed storage system that is integrated with blockchain technology and aims to build an ecosystem 
that embodies the values that users require, such as transparency and private information protection suitable 
for WEB 3.0. 
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At the starting point of the PANDO Software Project, the development began on the Ethereum Network, where 
stability of technology is proven and selected according to our goal: the utilization of blockchain technology 
inside the PANDO Browser. It was a time when many prominent blockchain projects also presented EVM-based 
solutions, and at that time, everyone recognized the smart contract feature that Ethereum supports. Reflecting 
such a trend, PANDO Software successfully finished development of the PANDO Browser and the application 
went to market.

In the PANDO Browser, the concept of the WEB 3.0 browser is applied, and the browser cultivates an ecosys-
tem based on runtime algorithm mining (PoSW) to build a web-based platform where users can enjoy rewards. 
The Browser presented almost an ultimate form of a mining mechanism which distributes rewards to users as 
long as they use the PANDO Browser.

However, a lot of things posed limitations in connecting between the product group of PANDO Software and 
the existing PANDO ecosystem, so we decided to develop a Mainnet named MPANDO based on our own tech-
nology.

MPANDO Mainnet is an independent blockchain network that inherits blockchain technology, the core feature 
of which is Ethereum, and adheres to the distributed storage principle with the ability to use smart contracts. 
MPANDO Mainnet is an independent public blockchain platform intended for the stability of the network, and it 
is compatible with EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine), so it supports the execution of Solidity contracts. In 
addition, MPANDO adopts a service-oriented governance model for the maximization of its network speed, and 
it operates nodes as a solution to the bottleneck of the network. In summary, the Mainnet improved not only 
speed, but also cost, which can be a burden to users, like a transfer fee, by incorporating the solution that allows 
us to manage the network traffic, the cause of the excessive fee.

In particular, MPANDO supports Full/Fast/Light nodes, giving a choice for participating nodes. It also maintains 
the transaction size at around 300 bytes to minimize the block size, and it maintains a comparatively fast and 
comfortable network status by setting the block latency to 1 second. For the fee, it consumes 0.00018 
MPANDO average per transaction, and only an extremely low fee will occur. Currently, PANDO Software is at 
the stage of preparation for a transformation: building an independent ecosystem based on the MPANDO 
Browser.

Merely having the Mainnet does not mean the PANDO ecosystem is organized. It needs a gateway defined by 
a protocol that can bridge various platforms. For this, we designed the MPANDO Platform as a service (PaaS, or 
Platform as a Service) to play the role of a bridge that connects the products of our development.

5.1. PANDO SOFTWARE PROJECT OVERVIEW
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Like we mentioned above, MPANDO Platform’s key role is to bridge between the products of PANDO Software 
Project. However, there is a difference from other average platforms: they do not collect private information 
about individuals. It is designed to be accessed with a single ID for all of the products of PANDO Project, and it 
collects a miniscule amount of information like email address to connect it with member information. This 
method is applied to avoid the trouble of PANDO ecosystem participants having to log in separately to each 
product group, and it provides safe use by removing threats from hacking through the simplification of authori-
zation and excellent security measures through the IETF Open Authorization (OAuth) 2.0 Protocol.
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PANDO Browser is a browser specialized for WEB 3.0 with many stronger points than the existing browsers, 
and it has specialized features like the following:

It stores and manages data in a more safe and efficient way through distributed data storing technology, and it 
returns reward to storage contributors for their operation of distributed storage.

- IPFS (InterPlanetary File System) - Distributed Data Storing Technology

It works with the PoSW algorithm which is based on application runtime, and it works on mobile application.

- Proof-of-Software (PoSW) Mining Mechanism

The MPANDO Browser is a FireFox-based browser application in line with WEB 3.0 for more personalization 
and stable use, while it includes the functions of the existing PANDO Browser. In addition, we built a more 
comfortable user environment by offering unwanted ad blocking via various plugins. The MPANDO Browser is 
built to allow easy access to the PANDO Software ecosystem by providing an API with enhanced security, 
through powerful synchronization across various platforms like PC, Android and iOS.

Ads can be seen or blocked by the user’s own decision, and it prevents the collection of private information 
without consent at source.

- Privacy Protection/Ad Block

Because it does not display unwanted ads or collect private information, the user can experience 3x to 7x faster 
browsing speed when compared to the browsers from other companies. 

- Hyper-Speed Browsing
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In particular, it is interconnected with the Mainnet, and it is an upgraded version of the PANDO Browser, which 
introduced the infrastructure of offering rewards to users in MPANDO by utilizing Proof-of-Software that was 
developed by PANDO Software. PANDO Software developed this new version with the objective of bringing in 
the users who were using the existing PANDO Browser. In addition, the Browser supports users with various 
economic activities, as follows: on the dashboard of the MPANDO Browser, it has a built-in virtual asset wallet 
that allows users to transfer virtual assets through a QR code; it can store virtual assets; and it has a built-in 
PANDO Swap, a tool to exchange ERC-20 PANDO to Mainnet PANDO and vice versa.

PANDO Games offers game services of various genres in the MPANDO ecosystem. This platform is a model that 
has an objective of connecting with the MPANDO Browser, MPANDO Wallet, NFT, DeFi, and such, and it aims 
for the development and vitalization of the MPANDO ecosystem.

PANDO Games offers game content to be used freely in various environments, including PC and mobile. It aims 
to present various contents such as PANPLAY, the game content platform, collaborated games from partner 
game developers, and mobile and web game services to encourage new users to join the MPANDO ecosystem. 
It is effective to lower the entry barrier for users who are newly facing blockchain technology with its character-
istics as a game.

PANDO Games is operated mainly for MPANDO coins, and for this, it shares creation and management of 
MPANDO wallet and token access with PANDOSwap. Its effective value can be maximized through the contents 
and the items that can only be purchased with MPANDO. With such a purchase system, it is expected to vitalize 
the Mainnet and be a part of the coin economy system.Getting fun is not the only thing it offers: those who 
joined WEB 3.0-based PANDO Games and played the games to contribute to the vitalization of the platform 
will be rewarded for their share of the contribution.

5.3. PANDO GAMES – PANPLAY
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PANPLAY by PANDO Games is a game content platform with various games released, including PanRacing, 
PanPoker, PanMatGo and PanHoldem, and there are also other games updated that can be enjoyed lightly. They 
are game content integrated with blockchain technology and inherited its characteristics, so they manage the 
storage system of game data with transparency. 

Through its characteristics as a game, PANDO Games can be used for various technological integrations. It can 
extend the use of NFT, like ensuring uniqueness of game items with NFTs, to promote the MPANDO ecosys-
tem, and we are also planning to hold various events and NFT services. We want to increase the value of the 
MPANDO Mainnet by extending use of MPANDO, which will be achieved with the vitalization of the coin econo-
my system through connection between the game money of PANDO Games and the MPANDO coin.
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PANDO Messenger, one of the projects PANDO Software worked on, is currently released in AOS and iOS 
versions under the name PANTALK. PANTALK is a Telegram-based message service focused on protecting the 
user’s information via strong encryption. In particular, PANTALK is a messenger service that reinforces the 
privacy protection of individuals with its highly encrypted method of messaging and its auto-delete feature, and 
according to the decentralization-oriented development direction of PANDO Software, 1) it does not collect 
location information or activity patterns without the user’s approval, 2) it does not handle private information, 
and 3) it stores any message, link, media or file the user saves from the chat window to distributed storage. 
Thus, it has a big difference from common, centralized message services. 

PANDO Messenger is integrated with End-to-End Encryption (E2EE) to store a message in an encrypted form 
from the moment it is input, and it is applied by the technology that the message data sent to the server is 
encrypted form, allowing only the smartphones of the participants in the chat, not the server, to encrypt and 
decrypt the message. In addition, a user can open a chat channel with their ID only, minimizing the collection of 
private information like phone numbers. PANDO Messenger’s specialized features are the following:

A strongly encrypted message cannot be decrypted by itself, and the author can completely delete it, protecting 
the user’s privacy.

- Privacy Protection

Utilizing the cloud-based technology, the PANDO Messenger user can use the Messenger on multiple devices 
at any time and read the message from them simultaneously.

- Cloud-Based Technology
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In PANDO Messenger, the community feature is enhanced, and there is a PANDO-related official community 
room. It is the fastest channel to deliver latest updates to all participants who take part in the PANDO ecosys-
tem, and additionally and similarly, a user can create a group chat to simultaneously send and receive messages 
with a group of users.

- Community Feature

The Messenger is an application relatively lighter and more optimized than other messaging applications, and 
based on such strength, it can deliver messages faster than any messaging application.

- Fast Messaging Speed

Outside of the messaging service, utilizing a login method that connects to the PANDO platform, features like 
checking the MPANDO dashboard, connection to PANPLAY and a download tab of other PANDO Project appli-
cations are added as a user convenience feature that can make users more friendly to the PANDO Project.

- Maximized User Convenience



PANDO Messenger uses the IPFS distributed file storage which allows it to have unlimited media file upload and 
download, and the user can view the files, like uploaded media files and chat logs, anytime they want as long as 
they don’t delete them.

- Unlimited Size and Storing

Users can enjoy voice and video calls free of charge, without any limitations. (Except the cost of the data used 
for the voice or video call.

- Voice and Video Call Support

As with the MPANDO Browser, users can experience the wallet service via the Dashboard.

- Wallet Service
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One of the other projects of PANDO Software was the development of a VPN (Virtual Private Network) with our 
own hands. The objectives behind development of the VPN were: 1) providing strong security through IP 
bypass, 2) preventing forced storage of the behavior pattern record of private internet activity, 3) blocking web 
search history and cookie saving, 4) preventing other accidents of the leak of private information close to an 
individual, and such. Currently, PANDO VPN provides 6 locations, and we built the environment which can be 
used safely with exceptional speed faster than competitors’ products. Countries and locations that can be 
connected to will be added steadily. In addition, an MPANDO user can use the VPN service in a lot easier way: 
just by connecting it to MPANDO platforms. The exclusive strength of the PANDO VPN is the following:

Users can use it care-free without worrying about a private information leak, as it uses high-quality encryption 
based on SSL (Secure Socket Layer). In particular, it provides a solution that protects the entire information by 
first checking the security of the user device first, and then, through the connecting process to the VPN server, 
encrypting information in data transmission between servers.

- Online Security

PANDO VPN does not track private information or leave data like saved logs for a safe internet service environ-
ment. 

- Zero Log

PANDO VPN executes on-board private DNS for users for safer use of the VPN service by users.

- Private DNS

In the event that a VPN connection is interrupted abnormally, it kills the connection immediately until the 
secured connection is allowed again and prevents the exposure of the user’s IP in order to protect private data 
safely.

- Network Lock Kill

It masks the user’s real IP address to protect 
the digital rights of the PANDO VPN user.

- IP Address Masking
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PANDO DeFi is a DeFi (Decentralized Finance) service operated on the Ethereum Mainnet. PANDO and 
NPANDO are both listed on the Uniswap DEX and can be traded with ETH. The PANDO DeFi service started 
from block #13542600 and released information to all users to provide a fair starting point.

The PANDO DeFi service is connected to Uniswap and Ethereum chains 24/7, and it distributes profit to PANDO 
DeFi users using a customized contract. Users of PANDO and NPANDO take part in the service and constitute 
a part of the ecosystem through the distributed profit.

Users can provide liquidity to Uniswap pools for the pairs of PANDO/ETH and NPANDO/ETH through the 
PANDO DeFi service, and when the LP token, which is the proof of provided liquidity, is deposited into the 
contract, the profit is distributed to NPANDO. Every time 1 Ethereum block is created, 1 NPANDO is distributed 
to the users, and about 6,400 NPANDOs are distributed per day.

Token Name: NPANDO
Token Contract Address: 0x2b5E8AA276106F4A4920d2f613Eb48cF0789Bd2F
MasterChef Contract Address: 0x8f96e1f9d20641F295F9F82c46379923ddbCb445 
Network: Ethereum
Starting Date: Nov 3, 2021

- PANDO DeFi Details

PANDO DeFi consists of the following contracts; see below for their details:

It generates a new pair token with two tokens. In the PANDO DeFi, it was used to generate the pairs of PAN-
DO/ETH and NPANDO/ETH.

- UniswapV2Factory Contract

The UniswapV2Router contract has internal functions such as provision or removal of liquidity and token swap. 
Users can take part in the PANDO DeFi service using LP tokens, which are given for providing liquidity.

- UniswapV2Router Contract

The NPANDO token contract follows the ERC-20 protocol. It is used for the composition of rewards and pools.

- NPANDO Token Contract

It is a contract that mints NPANDO tokens for their distribution and distributes them. The LP tokens, given for 
providing liquidity to the MasterChef contract via the Uniswap router contract, are staked, and NPANDO tokens 
are distributed depending on the rate.

- MasterChef Contract
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PANDO Software is actualizing decentralization in its true sense by developing user-oriented software. The 
PANDO NFT Marketplace is a Peer-to-Peer NFT trading platform presented by PANDO Software. As a decen-
tralized platform that integrates the IPFS (InterPlanetary File System) and the ERC-721 of Ethereum, it provides 
users with unfailing ownership of NFT contents.

IPFS means the distribution storage technology, which allows storing data on multiple computers using a hash 
number converted from the data, and the data is divided and stored on many nodes worldwide. Stored data can 
be loaded at high speed, and it works by aggregating distributed data into one and showing it. Through this, it 
can save and load data faster than HTTP, the existing centralized method. Like this, the distributed storage 
saves data in a divided way so it can flexibly respond to the situation where a specific storage shuts down. In 
addition, as distributed storage has a non-centralized structure, it can curb the centralization of the web.

IPFS is open and non-centralized, so it does not assign a specific owner. With this technology, the PANDO NFT 
Marketplace prevents concerns of forging, modification or loss of ownership of user data at the source.

The NFT supported by the PANDO NFT Marketplace operates on the EVM of Ethereum, the blockchain project 
recognized to have superb scalability. The Ethereum standard for NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) is ERC-721, and 
each token has its own value in accordance with the definition of an NFT. A user can mint a token for sale on 
the smart contract based on ERC-721, presented by PANDO Software, and it proves definite ownership.
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PANDO Software is working hard to boost scalability and accessibility for its platforms using PANDO Mainnet as 
well as for the Ethereum-based services now in operation. Minting and trading of NFT tokens on the Mainnet 
can reduce the cost of fees for users, and they will serve as a measure to increase the inflow of new users into 
the ecosystem.
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The PANDO App Store is called PAN APPS, and it is available through various channels like the web and mobile 
version, Google Play Store and App Store. The objectives of the PAN APPS release are: first, to present various 
products of the PANDO Project to participants of the ecosystem as soon as possible; and second, to provide 
search convenience to users by gathering DApps, or decentralized applications, in one place.

Among the projects of PANDO Software, the products to be presented in the form of applications have always 
been burdened by certain restrictions. Particularly, in the existing centralized and monopolized platforms, they 
ended up with indefinite postponement or delay of release date as a result of cumbersome procedures such as 
complicated review processes for app approval, postponement of app review because of telecommuting 
caused by the COVID-19 situation, and the requirement of submission of information on the processing of 
personal information.

In order to overcome difficulties like the ones above, PANDO Software developed a platform where anyone can 
register an application and update it regularly via a push system. However, some aspects of the centralized 
systems are still applied to the PAN APPS: a monitoring system to filter the matters our society prohibits in 
general, like copyright infringement, hacking or the broadcasting of indecent media.

PAN APPS are roughly categorized into PANDO-related products and DApps.
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In the PANDO category, it provides the environment to download PANDO Project applications directly or from 
the markets where the applications are approved, via APK, IPA, Android Market, App Store, and such. In addition, 
it provides website links for website-based products, so you can easily find all the PANDO-related products in 
one place.

- PANDO Category

The DApp Category contains a wealth of information about DApps. DApps are divided into genres such as 
games, collectibles, NFT Marketplace and DeFi, and each DApp has a brief description with instructions on 
how to use it. 

In addition, for unified management of customer information, we applied the PaaS system of the MPANDO 
platform to provide a dashboard showing application upload status, query on various statistics on uploaded 
products and sales track record, focusing on provider convenience by investing a significant amount of work 
hours in it. We also introduced a ticket system for individual inquiries and built a fast response system that is 
designed to deliver feedback to the provider without any inconvenience.

PANDO Software aims to make PAN APPS a genuine decentralized application platform, starting from the 
cultivation of a decentralized market for applications integrated with blockchain technology with minimal 
intervention and bringing in many more projects into PAN APPS.

- DApp Category
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Expanding to the game industry, PANDO's P2E services provide its gamers with a chance to earn in-game assets 
and exchange them with real world assets such as cryptocurrencies. By introducing P2E games to PANDO's 
ecosystem, we aim to break current barreirs where bought or earned items are limited to in-game use, lacking 
ways to be traded or sold for real world cash.

The core of P2E games lies on two main assets that include Fungible and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT). Complet-
ing quests and achievements rewards gamers with mPANDO tokens which can be traded or swapped directly 
at the PANDO Swap website. NFTs on the other hand, will vary according to each game's need and tradeable 
at the PANDO NFT website. An NFT can be anything from a weapon, character, wearable, pet, and many more.
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The number of users in the PANDO ecosystem has grown dramatically as various services such as a browser, a 
messenger, and a VPN, as well as NFT Marketplace and DeFi, have been commercialized. Accordingly, we are 
building a business model appropriate for the MPANDO ecosystem, and the expansion of use of the MPANDO 
coin is in the near future thanks to the blockchain technology we own. Basically, they are compatible with Ethe-
reum-based Dapps, and for the purpose of bringing in the existing PANDO Browser users, they are given a 
strong point: the users with the existing PANDO token can take advantage of our Mainnet by exchanging the 
token into MPANDO. We are currently building platforms to establish a market where virtual asset-based wealth 
can be consumed or traded, so the MPANDO coin can be used as a main currency there.

A user mines more MPANDO as they use the browser, and they will consume them in the browser, supporting 
the stimulation of the blockchain market despite the current high entry barrier, which is an impediment to new 
consumers. In particular, we will facilitate MPANDO consumption and reward through colorful games owned by 
PANDO Software and an expansion into various industry sectors as well as the existing services, resulting in the 
building of an economy that clearly defines where wealth is consumed and where it is acquired. In this virtuous 
cycle, the MPANDO coin will play a role as a key currency across all services that the blockchain is used for, and 
it will robustly maintain the MPANDO economy. 

We want to build a unique world only for MPANDO by offering the best accessibility, convenience and security 
for consumers and cultivating an environment where users and consumers gather and contribute to the 
ecosystem for the third parties who wish to enter the MPANDO ecosystem and the business operators who 
want to use the platforms.

6.1. MPANDO ECOSYSTEM AND TECHNICAL DESIGN
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The mining algorithm of the existing PANDO Browser is designed for: building node networks based on the 
mobile OS that the Browser uses, applying the proof of runtime accumulation method, and producing PANDO 
tokens or distribution of rewards. In layman's terms, the amount of PANDO tokens mined is directly proportional 
to the amount of time the user spends using the PANDO Browser. The MPANDO Browser also adopted PANDO 
Browser’s method, so it is designed after that: MPANDO coins are given based on the user’s use time of the 
browser. The used amount and mined amount on the MPANDO Browser can be checked via the Dashboard.

6.2. PROOF-OF-SOFTWARE (PoSW) AND TOKEN STRUCTURE
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Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2021

2022

Launch of the PANDO Browser 

Start for upgrade development of the PANDO Browser

Start to develop the PANDO Messenger

Launch of the PANDO Games service

Start to develop the MPANDO Platform

Start to develop the PANDO VPN

Completion of the MPANDO Network development

Securing additional MPANDO use cases 

Global marketing for the existing product group (SEA, US, EU, etc.)

Additional installment and expansion of overseas branches

Traditional industry expansion

Expansion of the blockchain business group

Expansion of the existing product group into global services

Development and support for DApps

Building the MPANDO DApp ecosystem

Expansion of the PANDO DApp ecosystem

Preparation for PANDO Software’s new business

Launch of the PANDO VPN service

Completion of MPANDO BROWSER – APK and IPA development

Launch of beta service of PANDO messenger – PANTALK

Launch of the PANDO DEFI

Launch of the PANDO NFT Marketplace

Launch of the MPANDO Platform

Launch of the PANDO Software P2E service

Sophistication of the existing product groups

Launch of the PAN APPS

Release of the official version of PANDO Messenger
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8. DISCLAIMER

1. The purpose of this whitepaper is to provide information on the Pando Software project and does not 
constitute sales, purchase, provision, or request for stocks, securities, or corporate assets.

2. This whitepaper is designed to provide information on the business purpose of Pando Software and its 
approach to providing solutions based on blockchain technology, and the information contained in this 
whitepaper can be modified, added, supplemented and changed at any time.

3. The information in this whitepaper may not be comprehensive and does not contain any factors related to 
contractual relationships.

4. Pando Software shall not be liable for any kind of loss, within the maximum limits permitted by relevant laws, 
regulations, and in all cases related to this whitepaper, which includes both financial and non-financial losses, 
including sales, income, profits, rights, reputation, or data loss.

5. Mpando is not intended to constitute units of securities, business trusts, or collective investment plans, and 
is not considered collateral within any scope. This whitepaper cannot be provided in any form as an investment 
or contract for Mpando, and cannot be used for securities, securities investment, or investor recruitment.

6. Anyone who intends to purchase Mpando shall carefully consider and evaluate all information in this 
whitepaper, separate legally binding contracts, and all risks and uncertainties involved, and Pando software shall 
not be liable for this.

7. Everything about the financial position, business strategy planning, and potential of Pando Software is 
future-oriented, and no one or anyone involved in Pando Software is guaranteed or responsible for actual future 
outcomes, performance, and corporate achievements.

8. In countries or regions where the contents of this white paper are illegally stipulated, all or part of the 
whitepaper should not be reproduced, modified, or distributed, and if people in the country or region recognize 
and invest in this white paper, the Pando Software is not legally liable.

9. The Mpando defined in this whitepaper cannot be interpreted as a financial investment product such as 
bonds, stocks, securities, options, derivatives, etc., and in no case anyone can claim the right to this. Pando 
software does not guarantee income and profits such as financial interest in any case. In addition, buyers of 
Mpando should not interpret purchasing as an act of investment and profit generation in any case, and no one 
should understand or recognize it as an entity that can earn financial income such as investment income and 
interest.

10. This whitepaper does not guarantee the integrity of the business pursued by Pando Software, and no one 
is responsible for any errors and delays in the process of providing and developing services, and no one can hold 
Pando Software responsible for this.
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8. DISCLAIMER

11. This whitepaper contains information on future plans and was prepared based on the realization of the plan. 
However, this is not guaranteed, and the contents of this white paper do not guarantee the integrity of the 
services to be developed in the future.

12. The contents of this whitepaper cannot be interpreted as advice on law, finance, accounting, tax, etc., and 
separate laws, finance, accounting, and tax issues may occur in accordance with policies and laws of each 
country and region in the process of purchasing and using the Mpando. Purchasing, users may need separate 
advice on this, and Pando Software is not responsible for this.

13. Changes in the political, social, and economic environment, changes in the stock or cryptocurrency market 
environment, changes in the regulatory environment of the country where Pando Software and affiliates run, 
system attacks from third parties, natural disasters, and force majeure may cause unintentional delays or other 
tangible and intangible losses. Pando Software is not liable for all of these risks and damages caused by the 
buyer's personal key loss and leakage.

14. Mpando is not free from all risks, including decline in value, changes in the market environment, uncertainty, 
competition with competitors, and lack of public interest, which can disrupt development or change service 
direction and plan.

15. Pando Software shall not delegate or transfer all decisions to others, including the operation policy of the 
ecosystem and the suspension of operation, and all decisions shall be made at the discretion of Pando Software.

16. No one else has the authority to provide information/explanation other than those contained in this 
whitepaper for Pando Software and related businesses and operations, and even if such information/explanation 
is provided, it should not be considered to be authorized or represented by Pando Software or its affiliates.


